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Description:

Midnight Rose
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Shannon Christine Designs

Here's Midnight Rose, Shannon Christine Designs's delightful portrait of a young woman in a rose garden.

The cross stitch design shows the young lady wearing an elaborate long dress. Her ample skirt is in light purple
satin and embroidered with gold motifs. By constrast, the tight-waisted bodice she is wearing is made of dark
velvet and richly adorned. Her long hair is held up by a gold tiara and she is wearing gold and red ruby jewelry. She
has fitted a freshly picked rose onto her dress.

In the background an arch of the rosegarden can be seen, as well as the stars and moon shining in the night (they
are made of beads).

This cross stitch piece is richly adorned with golden threads and numerous beads in several colors and sizes (5 in
total). The chart is very helpful as it comes both in a full color version as well as in a second version where the
cross stitch is in Black and white in the background and the beadwork appears in color.
A cross stitch pattern by Shannon Christine Designs.
>> see more patterns by Shannon Christine Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Midnight Rose

Chart size in stitches: 75 x 137 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC, Kreinik Very fine braid gold
Number of colors: 24
Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed Beads

Themes: Lady, garden, flowers, rose

>> see more portraits of beautiful women (all designers)
>> see more patterns with roses (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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